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among the various methods uti lized.6 However, TRUS is 
not economically viable in many areas and is not routinely 
recommended for the initial evaluation of men with lower urinary 
tract symptoms (LUTS) suggestive of BPH.7 Moreover, patients 
may experience pain during the TRUS examination. Thus, the 
assessment of TPV using a simpler method would be more useful 
in the clinical setting.

It has been suggested that the serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 
concentration may be useful for detecting an enlarged prostate in 
men for whom a diagnosis of prostate cancer has been excluded.8 
Approximately 10%–30% of circulating PSAs are not bound to 
proteins and are referred to as free PSAs (fPSAs).9 A few studies have 
suggested that TPV can be estimated using serum fPSA levels.10,11 
Several studies, however, have reported that obesity is negatively 
associated with serum PSA concentration, a phenomenon attributed 
to hemodilution.12–14 Therefore, the accuracy of serum PSA or fPSA 
concentration for predicting the TPV may be complicated in obese 
men.

INTRODUCTION
Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) is a common disease that occurs 
in almost 50% of men  >50  years of age.1 Given that total prostate 
volume (TPV) predicts the morbidities arising from BPH, practical use 
of individual patient’s TPV has a significant role in the management of 
patients with BPH. In several multinational trials, men with a large TPV 
are at increased risk of acute urinary retention or surgery for BPH.2 In 
addition, in the placebo group of the the Medical Therapy of Prostatic 
Symptoms (MTOPS) trial, TPV was identified to be a significant 
factor for the progression of the disease and symptoms.3 TPV is also 
a predictive factor for the efficacy of medical treatment in men with 
BPH who are taking 5α-reductase inhibitors.4 The current European 
Association of Urology guidelines recommend the use of 5α-reductase 
inhibitors for men with an TPV ≥40 ml.5 Therefore, estimating TPV is 
necessary to predict the clinical course of the patient’s BPH and select 
the appropriate treatment for that individual.

The planimetric measurement of TPV through transrectal 
ultrasonography  (TRUS) is considered as the gold standard 
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To overcome the potential limitations caused by hemodilution when 
determining the TPV using the serum PSA or fPSA concentration, the 
PSA mass or fPSA mass  (the absolute total amount of circulating 
PSA or fPSA protein, respectively) may be a potential alternative 
to existing PSA parameters. In this study, we aimed to evaluate the 
practical role of using PSA mass or fPSA mass versus serum PSA or 
fPSA concentration to assess the TPV in relation to obesity. To the best 
of our knowledge, our study is the first report of an investigation into 
whether these two indicators can improve the accuracy of predicting 
the TPV in obese men.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Study population
The medical records of 4886 men who underwent TRUS-guided 
prostate biopsy at Seoul National University Bundang Hospital 
(Seongnam, Korea) between May 2003 and May 2012 were reviewed. 
The patients initially visited our department for evaluation of LUTS 
or were referred from other hospitals because of a high PSA level. 
During the evaluation that followed, each underwent multicore (≥12) 
biopsy because of either an elevated serum PSA level (≥3 ng ml−1) or 
an abnormal digital rectal examination (DRE).

Among the 4886 patients, 686 were further selected based on the 
following inclusion criteria: the patient had undergone the fPSA test 
prior to biopsy, had a prebiopsy PSA level of ≤10 ng ml−1, and had 
a negative biopsy  (i.e.,  no prostate cancer). The exclusion criteria 
included were as follows: the patients had just undergone surgical 
treatment for prostate disease prior to biopsy (n = 27); were just taking 
5α-reductase inhibitor or other herbal preparation known to influence 
serum PSA levels (n = 32); met both of the above conditions (n = 11); 
or relevant data were missing (n = 30). Thus, data from 586 men were 
included in the final analyses. If the patient had undergone more than 
one biopsy, data from the initial biopsy were analyzed. This study 
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Seoul National 
University Bundang Hospital (approval number B-1311/226-110) and 
the requirement for informed consent was waived  in this retropective 
study.

Clinical data and variable definitions
The serum PSA or fPSA concentrat ion was quantif ied 
using 125I-PSA immunoradiometric assay  (Institute of Isotopes 
Co., Ltd., Budapest, Hungary). To determine the PSA mass and 
fPSA mass values in the patients, the body surface area  (BSA) 
and plasma volume were calculated using the following formula: 
BSA (m2) = body weight (kg)0.425 × height (cm)0.725 × 0.007184;15 plasma 
volume (l) = BSA (m2) × 1.670.16 The PSA mass (µg) was calculated 
by multiplying the serum level of PSA  (ng ml−1) with the plasma 
volume  (l).12 fPSA mass  (µg) was similarly determined using fPSA 
(ng ml−1) × plasma volume (l).

The TPV was measured at the time of undergoing biopsy via 
TRUS. The prostate transverse (width), craniocaudal (length), and 
anteroposterior (height) dimensions were measured, and the TPV 
was calculated by using the ellipsoid formula (multiplication of the 
three dimensions × 0.542). In all patients, the PSA parameters and 
body size (weight and height) were measured only before undergoing 
biopsy.

All patients were categorized based on the body mass 
index  (BMI), which was determined just before undergoing 
biopsy. As recommended by the World Health Organization expert 
consultation,17 the BMI cut-off points for public health action 
for the Asian populations that were adopted in the current study 

were ≤23.0 kg m−2 (underweight/normal weight), 23.1–27.4 kg m−2 
(overweight), and ≥27.5 kg m−2 (obese).

Statistical analyses
Data are expressed as the mean  ±  standard deviation  (s.d.) or 
standard error of the mean  (s.e.m.). Pearson’s correlation test was 
used to assess the possible associations between PSA concentration, 
PSA mass, fPSA concentration, and fPSA mass with the TPV. To 
compare the accuracy in determining the TPV with each of the four 
parameters, TPV measured via TRUS was divided into two parts 
with three cut-off points: 30  ml, 40  ml, and 50  ml. Multivariable 
linear and logistic regression analyses were performed to assess the 
significance of the association between each PSA-related variable and 
TPV. For each cut-off value, the area under the receiver operating 
characteristics curve (AUC) for PSA-related parameters, driven by 
the predicted probabilities in the logistic regression analyses, were 
compared using the method described by DeLong et  al.18 among 
all the patients and then within subgroups based on the degree of 
obesity defined by the BMI for Asian populations. MedCalc® software 
version 12.3.0 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium) and SPSS 
software package version  20.0  (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA) 
were used for the correlation analyses, regression analysis, receiver 
operating characteristics curve, and AUC comparisons. Statistical 
significance was defined as two-tailed P < 0.05.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the patient characteristics of the study cohort. For 586 
men evaluated in the present study, the mean age was 61.96 (s.d.: 
0.39) years, mean BMI 24.32 (s.d.: 2.58) kg m−2, mean TPV 47.73 (s.d.: 
0.83) ml, mean PSA 5.41 (s.d.: 0.08) ng ml−1, and mean fPSA 1.12 (s.d.: 
0.06) ng ml−1. On the whole, the mean PSA mass and fPSA mass were 
15.93 (s.d.: 0.25) µg and 3.29 (s.d.: 0.09) µg, respectively.

Correlation coefficients for serum PSA and serum fPSA with the 
BMI were −0.066 and −0.075 (P = 0.108 and 0.068, respectively), and 
those for PSA mass and fPSA mass were 0.051 and −0.011 (P = 0.222 
and 0.783, respectively). Serum fPSA and fPSA mass were more 
strongly correlated with the TPV than were the serum PSA and PSA 
mass (Table 2). On the other hand, correlations of PSA mass and fPSA 
mass with the TPV were not significantly different from those of the 
serum PSA and serum fPSA with the TPV.

In a linear regression analysis, all the variables were significantly 
associated with the TPV. The equation for determining the TPV is 
the following: TPV  (ml) = −30.517  +  0.569 ×  (age  [year]) + 1.091 
× (BMI [kg m−2]) + 0.018 × (PSA [ng ml−1]) + 0.457 × (PSA mass [µg]) 
– 3.776 × (fPSA [ng ml−1]) + 4.007 × (fPSA mass [µg]) with R2 = 0.746. 
The logistic regression analyses with the specific cut-off values 

Table 1: Characteristics of all patients (n = 586)

Variable Value, mean±s.d.

Age (year) 61.96±0.39

BMI (kg m−2) 24.32±2.58

BSA (m2) 1.77±0.01

Plasma volume (l) 2.95±0.01

TPV (ml) 47.73±0.83

Serum PSA (ng ml−1) 5.41±0.08

PSA mass (µg) 15.93±0.25

Serum fPSA (ng ml−1) 1.12±0.06

fPSA mass (µg) 3.29±0.09

s.d.: standard deviation; PSA: prostate‑specific antigen; fPSA: free prostate‑specific 
antigen; BMI: body mass index; BSA: body surface area; TPV: total prostate volume
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(30 ml, 40 ml, and 50 ml) of the TPV showed that four PSA-related 
parameters were associated with the TPV.

The accuracy of serum PSA, PSA mass, serum fPSA, and fPSA 
mass for assessing the TPV was assessed using AUCs among all 
the patients  (Table  3 and Figure  1). For each of four PSA-related 
parameters, the accuracy for determining TPV increased with 
increasing TPV cut-off point. Overall, the AUCs of fPSA and fPSA 
mass were significantly larger than those of PSA and PSA mass by 
8.7%–12.1% at all TPV cut-off points (Table 3). When a TPV of ≥40 ml 
was applied as the cut-off value for a large prostate, the AUCs of each 
PSA parameter were 0.644, 0.643, 0.745, and 0.749, respectively, and a 
fPSA of 0.98 ng ml−1 and a fPSA mass of 2.18 µg were identified as the 
most proper cut-off values (serum fPSA: sensitivity 65.2%, specificity 
71.3%; fPSA mass: sensitivity 83.5%, specificity 55.4%).

Pairwise comparisons of the AUCs at each TPV cut-off point 
showed no significant differences in the accuracy of determining 
TPV between serum PSA and PSA mass and the differences of the 
accuracy ranged from only 0.1% to 1.2% (Table 3). When compared 
with serum fPSA, fPSA mass also did not demonstrate a significantly 
higher accuracy in determining the TPV, except for the assessment at 
TPV ≥50 ml, where fPSA mass significantly improved the accuracy 
(by 0.9%) compared with serum fPSA (P = 0.004; Table 3). Table 4 
shows that neither PSA mass nor fPSA mass enhanced the accuracy of 
determining the TPV even when combined with serum PSA or serum 
fPSA, except for the assessment at TPV ≥50 ml.

We also assessed the data within subgroups categorized by the 
degree of obesity (defined by BMI) for Asian populations. We found 
that, although PSA mass and fPSA mass significantly enhanced the 

accuracy by 4.0% and 1.8%, respectively, in determining the TPV 
of ≥30 ml and ≥50 ml in obese and overweight men, they did not 
improve the accuracy in most of the other combinations of the degree 
of obesity with TPV cut-off points (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
BPH is considered a chronic, progressive disease. Assessment of 
the TPV is necessary to anticipate the clinical course of BPH and 
to individualize treatment appropriately for that patient. Based on 
several large trials including MTOPS study, TPV has a significant role 
in predicting the progression of the disease and symptoms.2,3 For the 
medical treatment of BPH, TPV also has an important influence on the 
efficacy of 5α-reductase inhibitors and current guidelines recommend 
the use of 5α-reductase inhibitors for men with a TPV of ≥40 ml.4,5 For 
these reasons, the accurate estimation of TPV is important in selecting 
the best choice of treatment and in the prediction of outcomes of the 
treatments among patients with BPH.

DRE is simply performed in daily practice, but it has been reported 
that it systematically underestimated the TPV when compared with 
TRUS.19 Furthermore, DRE underestimated the TPV in men with 
large prostates and overestimated it in those with small prostates;20 
even though, it has been reported to be a modestly accurate tool 
for measuring TPV.21 TRUS has now been accepted as the most 
accurate method for estimating TPV, except for measurements on 
surgical specimens from radical prostatectomy. However, TRUS is 
not available in many primary care facilities and it is costly in most 
countries. Moreover, men may experience pain during the procedure, 
particularly if they have anal lesions. Thus, assessment of TPV via a 
simpler method with acceptable sensitivity and specificity would be 
more useful in clinical practice.

Till date, many studies have reported a reasonable correlation 
between the serum PSA concentration and TPV, and have demonstrated 
the effectiveness of measuring serum PSA concentrations to determine 

Table 2: Pearson correlation analyses of serum prostate‑specific 
antigen, prostate‑specific antigen mass, serum free prostate‑specific 
antigen, and free prostate‑specific antigen mass with the total prostate 
volume

Variable Correlation coefficient r (95% CI) P

Serum PSA 0.268 (0.192–0.342) <0.001

PSA mass 0.270 (0.193–0.343) <0.001

Serum fPSA 0.404 (0.334–0.469) <0.001

fPSA mass 0.412 (0.342–0.477) <0.001

CI: confidence interval; PSA: prostate‑specific antigen; fPSA: free prostate‑specific 
antigen

Table 3: Comparisons of accuracy of four parameters for determining 
total prostate volume for all patients at different cut‑off points using 
areas under the receiver operating characteristics curve

TPV cut‑off point

30 ml 40 ml 50 ml

Serum PSA, mean±s.e.m. 0.619±0.033 0.644±0.023 0.659±0.023

PSA mass, mean±s.e.m. 0.607±0.034 0.643±0.023 0.662±0.023

Difference 
(serum PSA ‑ PSA mass), 
mean±s.e.m.

0.012±0.007 0.001±0.005 −0.003±0.005

P (serum PSA vs PSA mass) 0.086 0.726 0.496

Serum fPSA, mean±s.e.m. 0.730±0.030 0.745±0.020 0.746±0.020

fPSA mass, mean±s.e.m. 0.729±0.030 0.749±0.020 0.755±0.020

Difference 
(serum fPSA ‑ fPSA mass), 
mean±s.e.m.

0.001±0.003 −0.004±0.003 −0.009±0.003

P (serum fPSA vs fPSA mass) 0.735 0.177 0.004

s.e.m.: standard error of mean; PSA: prostate‑specific antigen; fPSA: free prostate‑specific 
antigen; TPV: total prostate volume

Figure 1: Receiver operating characteristic curves for serum PSA, PSA mass, 
serum fPSA, and fPSA mass in determining the TPV at (a) 30 ml, (b) 40 ml, 
and (c) 50 ml of cut‑off points. For each of four PSA‑related parameters, 
the accuracy for determining TPV increased with increasing TPV cut‑off 
point. Overall, the AUCs of fPSA and fPSA mass were significantly larger 
than those of PSA and PSA mass by 8.7%–12.1% at all TPV cut‑off points. 
PSA: prostate‑specific antigen; fPSA: free prostate‑specific antigen; TPV: total 
prostate volume; AUCs: areas under the receiver operating characteristics curve.
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the TPV.8,22–27 One study showed that serum PSA is more accurate than 
DRE for estimating TPV.8 Therefore, the use of serum PSA testing as a 
marker for TPV is suggested in daily practice for almost all men except 
those with a high probability of having prostate cancer (presence of a 
palpable nodule identified by DRE or serum PSA ≥4 ng ml−1).

Serum fPSA has been also evaluated as a predictor of TPV in men with 
LUTS and it has been suggested that the efficacy of serum fPSA testing is 
equal or superior to that of serum PSA testing for estimating the TPV.10,11 
Morote et al.10 reported that the serum fPSA concentration could predict 
the individual TRUS TPV ±10% in 67% of patients and ±20% in 91.2% 
and that serum PSA concentration could predict TRUS TPV in 63% and 
90.9% of patients, respectively. In contrast, Kayikci et al.11 concluded that 
the fPSA concentration had better value than the PSA concentration for 
predicting the TPV in men with BPH. In their study, the mean AUC 
for serum PSA at predicting TPV >40 ml was 0.668 (s.d.: 0.022), and it 
increased to 0.721 (s.d.: 0.021) when using the serum fPSA concentration. 
The study also showed that the accuracy of the serum fPSA concentration 
was significantly higher than that of serum PSA concentration (by 
8.7%–11.1%) for determining the TPV at all TPV cut-off points.

It is not fully understood why the serum fPSA concentration has a 
better predictive value than the serum PSA concentration for detecting 
TPV. One plausible explanation is that the serum fPSA concentration 
may be more dependent on the amount of prostatic transitional zone 
or benign tissue volume than is the total serum PSA concentration.28,29 
fPSA is composed of multiple distinct molecular forms of PSA that can 
originate from cancerous tissue and benign peripheral and transitional 
zone tissues. In addition, it has been reported that some PSA isoforms 
are expressed differentially between the peripheral zone tissue (zone of 
the most prostate cancers) and transitional zone tissue (zone of BPH).30 
Based on the reports, the serum fPSA level may be more dependent 
on the amount of transitional zone or benign tissue in the prostate,28,29 

it may be hypothesized that serum fPSA, compared with serum PSA, 
is influenced more by changes in the TPV in the presence of BPH, 
where the increased TPV is mainly attributed to the enlargement of 
transitional zone nodules. Thus, serum fPSA levels may more accurately 
represent the TPV than total serum PSA.

Serum PSA and fPSA concentrations are known to be negatively 
associated with obesity, mainly due to hemodilution.12–14 Therefore, 
the accuracy of the serum PSA or fPSA concentration for determining 
TPV may be especially complicated in obese men. In the present study, 
we investigated the accuracy of PSA mass and fPSA mass (the absolute 
amount of PSA and fPSA protein in the circulation) for determining 
the TPV to counteract the possible effect of hemodilution on the 
serum concentrations of PSA and fPSA in obese men. A  previous 
study by Masuda et al.31 showed that PSA mass was more effective in 
estimating the TPV than serum PSA, particularly in men ≥60 years of 
age. In their study, however, the use of PSA mass improved accuracy 
by only 0.8%–2.0% over the serum PSA concentration in determining 
the TPV  ≥30  ml or  ≥40  ml. Moreover, the accuracy of PSA mass 
depending on the degree of obesity was not compared with that of 
the serum PSA concentration. In the present study, PSA mass showed 
no differences in accuracy for determining the TPV compared with 
serum PSA concentration at all of the TPV cut-off points among all 
participants. fPSA mass also did not show significantly higher accuracy 
for determining the TPV than the serum fPSA concentration, except for 
assessments at TPV ≥50 ml, where fPSA mass significantly improved 
the accuracy over that achieved with serum fPSA despite an increase 
of only 0.9%. More importantly, although PSA mass and fPSA mass 
enhanced the accuracy by 4.0% and 1.8%, respectively, in determining 
TPV of ≥30 ml and ≥50 ml in obese and overweight men, they did not 
improve the accuracy in most of the other combinations of the degree 
of obesity with the TPV cut-off points. We believe that only small 

Table 4: Comparisons of the accuracy of determining total prostate volume for four parameters and their combinations using areas under the 
receiver operating characteristics curve among all the patients

TPV cut‑off point

30 ml 40 ml 50 ml

Serum PSA, mean±s.e.m. 0.619±0.033 0.644±0.023 0.659±0.023

Serum PSA + PSA mass, mean±s.e.m. 0.627±0.039 0.644±0.034 0.662±0.028

P (serum PSA vs serum PSA + PSA mass) 0.281 0.805 0.638

Serum fPSA, mean±s.e.m. 0.730±0.030 0.745±0.020 0.746±0.020

Serum fPSA + fPSA mass, mean±s.e.m. 0.730±0.038 0.749±0.031 0.756±0.027

P (serum fPSA vs serum fPSA + fPSA mass) 0.707 0.216 0.028

s.e.m.: standard error of mean; PSA: prostate‑specific antigen; fPSA: free prostate‑specific antigen; TPV: total prostate volume

Table 5: Differences in areas under the receiver operating characteristics curve for pairwise comparisons of accuracy in determining total 
prostate volume at different cut‑off points in relation to obesity defined by the body mass index

Underweight/normal weight 
(BMI ≤23.0 kg m−2, n=182)

Overweight (BMI: 23.1–27.4 kg m−2, n=343) Obese (BMI ≥27.5 kg m−2, n=61)

30 ml 40 ml 50 ml 30 ml 40 ml 50 ml 30 ml 40 ml 50 ml

Serum PSA ‑ PSA mass

Difference of AUCs, 
mean±s.e.m.

0.010±0.011 0.004±0.008 0.002±0.009 0.022±0.019 −0.005±0.016 −0.009±0.003 −0.040±0.018 0.027±0.016 0.018±0.015

P 0.338 0.606 0.817 0.104 0.501 0.375 0.031 0.093 0.216

Serum fPSA ‑ fPSA 
mass

Difference of AUCs, 
mean±s.e.m.

0.003±0.006 0.006±0.005 0.005±0.006 0.001±0.003 −0.011±0.004 −0.018±0.003 0.003±0.007 0.004±0.009 0.002±0.011

P 0.608 0.225 0.364 0.735 0.096 0.003 0.703 0.671 0.846

s.e.m.: standard error of the mean; BMI: body mass index; TPV: total prostate volume; PSA: prostate‑specific antigen; fPSA: free prostate‑specific antigen; AUCs: areas under the 
receiver operating characteristics curve. 30 ml, 40 ml, and 50 ml are different TPV cut‑off points
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improvements in the accuracy  (1.8%–4.0%) at certain TPV cut-off 
points would not provide any meaningful benefits over using serum 
PSA and fPSA concentration in clinical practice.

The stability of the serum fPSA concentration has been reported to 
be affected by the method used for sample collection and the storage 
conditions.32 In our institution, fPSA measurement is routinely performed 
within 24 h of blood sample collection, ensuring the stability of the serum 
fPSA concentration and, in turn, not influencing our findings.

The present study may be limited by its retrospective nature. We 
excluded men with a serum PSA >10 ng ml−1 and enrolled those who 
underwent a prostate biopsy due to an abnormal PSA or DRE. These 
could lead to selection bias and further limit the applicability of the 
study findings to all BPH patients. Inflammation and atrophy are often 
seen in prostate biopsy specimens and may be a factor contributing to 
increased PSA. As pathological reports of the biopsies did not include 
such findings in about one-third of our cohort, we could not evaluate the 
influence of prostatic inflammation or atrophy on our findings. However, 
these conditions might be confounding factors. In the analyses within 
subgroups categorized by the degree of obesity, the number of patients 
in the obese group was rather small. Thus, further investigation with a 
larger group of obese patients may be needed to consolidate our findings. 
Finally, we acknowledge that most of our patients were Asian, so more 
research is needed to determine whether our findings are applicable to 
people in different ethnic groups as they may have different baseline levels 
of PSA, fPSA, or BMI. For instance, the prevalence of obesity in Asian 
men has been known to be different from those of other races. Compared 
with their Western counterparts, fewer Asian men are categorized as 
obese based on the widely accepted BMI-based definition (≥30 kg m−2).33

It has been suggested that PSA mass or fPSA mass is an attractive 
alternative to serum PSA or fPSA concentration for improving the 
accuracy of predicting the TPV in obese men. Our study, however, 
demonstrated that PSA mass and fPSA mass showed very limited 
improvement of the accuracy for predicting the TPV only at certain 
TPV cut-off points in obese men. Therefore, these indicators may not 
provide clinical meaningful improvements compared with the serum 
PSA or fPSA concentration.

CONCLUSIONS
Although PSA mass and fPSA mass might appear to be a potential 
alternative to the serum PSA and fPSA concentration when predicting 
the TPV because it avoids the possible hemodilution effect on serum 
levels, these parameters may not display clinically meaningful 
improvement in determining the TPV of obese men in the clinical 
setting.
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